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With gratitude and emotion, I address to you from the
position of Editorial Board Member of Global Journal of
Chemical Science, a role I adopted with both pride and
excitement. As a researcher in Chemical Engineering in
relation to Biomaterial Science and Tissue Regeneration,
I find it exquisite to be among a global-spread group of
specialists with interdisciplinary backgrounds and very
pleased to introduce this new peer-review journal into
a robust platform for sharing seminal contributions in
Chemistry - an art among the sciences and a pillar for
development in general.

Chemistry has become a crossroad area that raises
academic, clinical and commercial interest contributing
to the consolidation of industry vis-à-vis emerging niche
activities. Temerarious studies are now aimed in the
direction of bringing knowledge to the benefit of the masses,
assisting in the process of bringing together industrial and
clinical environments alike. Research finding have always
proved to be the best strategy to improve, overall, the quality
of life of millions and by supporting the dissemination of
emergent discoveries, we at the Global Journal of Chemical
Science will do everything we can to help researchers and
clinicians achieve this and more.
The subject matter of this journal is assorted since
chemistry governs all that surrounds us. In the widest
sense, all related to chemical composition, structuration
and morphology, physical nature and interactions with the
environment, as well as the techniques involved in chemical
investigation, processing or fabrication, is covered within
our scope. Natural-science disciplines most harmoniously
meet under the umbrella of chemistry which ranked as the
foundation of the disciplines that are being nurtured for the
purpose of serving man.
I believe that dedicated work in chemistry-related fields
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is in itself a creative state of mind that expands beyond the
prospects of one discipline, building in a more trans- and
inter-disciplinary coverage mindset and eminent leading
avenues in this area of expertise. Bold investigations of
the unexplored can be soon acknowledged as pillars of the
scientific developmental juncture where all dreams are
possible but little was imagined. Concurrently, exploration
beyond the limits of the unknown could readily drive towards
the tangible unthinkable.

Global Journal of Chemical Science pursuits the doctrines
of excellence, transparency and firm ethics with respect to
publishing. All the articles are to be submitted via the online
manuscript submission page and forwarded to unbiased
professionals with no competing or conflict of interest,
who follow solid ethical guidelines. The easy to use system
the journal applies for submission enables the record of all
editorial steps for a cursive and articulate process.
By welcoming valuable contributions from the transsectorial fields of chemistry research, we will be permanently
up with the new paradigms implemented with priority on
a global scale in order to uphold the latest developments in
multidisciplinary field of biotechnology and biomedicine, but
without being limited to it. It is our intention to cultivate an
environment of knowledge within the reach of all which after
serious consideration was adopted as our mission. Hence,
this journal aspires to be an engaging and vibrant mean to
encompass high yield information as a strategic platform
towards increasing the visibility of preeminent and reliable
scientific works, promoting innovation and connecting
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potential scholars from all around the world into an elite
network.

Needless to stress that the manuscripts you intend to
submit will make great contributions to the early stage
development of the journal and will dictate the future success
of the publication. The board also welcomes you to forward
suggestions meant both to improve our effort to ease the
publication process and to refine the relationship between
the publishers and the authors into a casual partnership in
the interest of sharing the knowledge.
I would also like to reiterate my gratitude for the
opportunity to be an editor and look forward to your
unrelenting support to publish the first issue of shortly.
Greetings and thank you in advance for your contribution to
Global Journal of Chemical Science. George Mihail Vlasceanu,
Editor, Researcher, University Politehnica of Bucharest,
Romania.
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